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Globalization of Corporations
 While there are plenty of challenges when taking a national corporation international it could be 
a wonderful opportunity for the right kind of business.

“In 2012, Cross-border eCommerce sales reached $300 billion-, while global online trade is 
expected to soar to $1.4 trillion by 2015, presenting multi-channel retailers with limitless 
business opportunities for international expansion. 

In China and the US alone, half a billion online shoppers surf the web each day for the best 
deals.” (International Expansion through cross-border ecommerce, nd). 

 Some corporations have great reasons to become a global company such as tax breaks and 
access to resources. While it would take adjustment, globalization can be quite profitable.
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Global Impact of E-Commerce
“In 2012, Cross-border eCommerce sales reached $300 billion-, while global online trade is expected to 
soar to $1.4 trillion by 2015, presenting multi-channel retailers with limitless business opportunities for 
international expansion. In China and the US alone, half a billion online shoppers surf the web each day 
for the best deals.” 

(International Expansion through cross-border ecommerce, nd). 
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The differences in currency values can affect our ability to buy 
imports or sell exports, affecting our standard of living. 
Therefore, the effects of currency crises in other nations are not 
limited to those nations -- they can affect our economy and our 
lives in important ways.” (EconEdLink, 2015). 

Image: Online Retail (Debrincat, 2011).



Growing Pains from Going Global
�“The bandwidth available in some countries is too narrow for high- volume transmission of 

graphically and animation-rich webpages. Thus, companies might have to offer two versions of their 
sites, one for wide bandwidth and another for narrow bandwidth. Often, companies use one website 
but provide the same content in using both graphically rich and text-only pages, or use the same 
video for download at different speeds.” (Oz, 2015, 304).

�Sometimes there isn’t the exact word when trying to make a translation and sometimes the right 
words lose meaning in the translation. This is why having a human translator is important. 

�Telephone numbers,zip code, and possibly other fields need to be variable to account for other 
countries systems. 

�“…even with the proper research, employees might not know how to comply with the laws of 
destination countries, let alone calculate how much the organization would have to pay in taxes, 
tariffs, custom duties, and other levies on exported or imported goods.” (Oz, 2015, 305).
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Overcoming Challenges of Going Global
Designing an International Site

� Plan the site well.

� Learn cultural preferences, legal differences, local currency.

� Use people for interpreters for making content so they can catch 
problems.

� Make sure every culture feels as important as the others.

� Use familiar graphic symbols for communicating ideas. 

  (Oz, 2015, 300-309).
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Overcoming Challenges of Going Global
 Global Business 

�“Marketing experts often advise companies that operate internationally to “think globally, act locally.”

�Acting locally means being sensitive to regional customs and language nuances. 

�When interest in the company’s business increases….it is advisable to open a local office and let a local team 
handle both the website and fulfillment operations. 

�Recall that fulfillment in online business includes picking, packing, and shipping…
�but when a growing proportion of transactions are completed in other regions, businesses find that they must 

decentralize control.

�…The U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) requires a license for the permanent export, temporary 
import, or temporary export of classified or unclassified items that have military application that are considered 
defense articles. 

�These items can include software or technology, blueprints, design plans, and retail software packages and 
technical information.” (Oz, 2015, 303-309).
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Overcoming Challenges of Going Global

 Global IS

 “…global ISs are not without their challenges, both for B2B and B2C commerce. Some of the 
challenges that businesses must address are technological barriers, regulations and tariffs, electronic 
payment mechanisms, different languages and cultures, economic and political considerations, 
different measurement and notation standards, legal barriers, and different time zones. “

 (Oz, 2015, 303).
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Conclusion
 There are many challenges to becoming global but international sales are growing so the 
rewards could be great.

 It’s important to research local internet infrastructure and design sites accordingly.

 Make IS systems versatile to accommodate different systems for telephone and addresses.

 Have a knowledgeable translator to translate and approve design for customized sites.

 It’s important to know local and international laws, and pay attention to taxes and teriffs.

 Use local currency for transactions. 
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